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BOILER PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
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Dynablast recommends operators to run the boiler few times per month 
during the summer months as part of the preventive maintenance.
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NOTE: LAYOUT IS THE SAME FOR ALL 300/420. 

POP OUT FUSE BREAKER
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Cad cell can get dirty from soot preventing the CAD 
cell from detecting the presence of a flame. 

CAD cell is located behind the ignitor.

Check with ohm meter :

0-400 ohms (Normal) .           

400-1600 ohms (Clean CAD cell and or contacts.    

1600-Lockout (Replace cad cell).      

TIP: Clean CAD cell every 3 months with a dry Q-tip 
do not use brake clean.  To replace just unplug from 
socket NO need to replace yellow wire. 

Electrical System - CAD Cell

CHECK FOR 
RESISTANCE

Dynablast Model Part # CAD Cell
300,420,690

HW7006U700
900



Electrical System - Electrode Assembly (Beckett)

GOOD:
Sharp tips on 
electrodes.

BAD:
Electrodes burn 
out, tips are burnt 
off.

Recommend tool from Beckett burners:
This tool will help factory set the height 
and electrodes gap.
Part# Z Gauge

Dynablast Model Part # Electrodes
300,420,690 HW5780

900 HWHE51345

TIP: Look for cracking on the ceramic 
part of the electrode. If cracking is show 
replace the electrodes . 



Electrical System - Electrode Assembly (Wayne)

GOOD:
Sharp tips on 
electrodes.

BAD:
Electrodes burn 
out, tips are burnt 
off.

Dynablast Model Part # Electrodes
700 HWHE13286

TIP: Look for cracking on the ceramic 
part of the electrode. If cracking is show 
replace the electrodes . 



Adjusting Electrode Assembly Height (Beckett)

TIP: Use Z Gauge to obtain 
factory height setting.



Move electrode flame tube 
assembly down by pulling gently on 
copper tube nut, once adjustment 
has been made tighten nuts.

Nozzle tip is too close 
to burner head

Adjusting Electrode Assembly Height (Wayne)



Fuel System – Fuel nozzle

GOOD:
No debris on nozzle.

BAD:
Nozzle covered in debris 
preventing the nozzle 
from producing a cone 
spray.

Dynablast Model Part # Fuel Nozzle
300 HW17580A
420 HW22580A
690 HW4.080A
700 HW4.580B
900 HW50080B

How to clean a nozzle? 

• NEVER!
• Replace nozzle only
• Nozzle should be replaced every 6 months

Tip: When replacing a nozzle do not touch the tip of a 
new nozzle, the oil from your fingers can affect how 
the new nozzle sprays when installed. Always handle 
using the hex sides.



Port bleeder port

Fuel System - Fuel Pump Bleeding

If burner is not used for some time it can lose pump prime. Follow instructions to 
ensure fuel pump is primed.

Dynablast Model Part # Fuel pump
300,420 HW2184402U

690 HW2591
700 HWHE14375
900 HWHE21369U



Drain port

Fuel System - Fuel Filter

Check fuel filter bowl is clean and has NO water inside.

Water in the fuel system will damage the fuel pump and 
will prevent a flame.

Dynablast Model Part # Fuel filter element
300,420,690

HWHE140RF700
900



Flow Switch

If there is a suspicion the flow switch is not properly 
operating, press override to see if the burner 
operates.  If the burner operates while holding the 
momentary override button on the control box, 
There is an issue with the flow switch.

TIP: Testing flow switch:
By placing a large magnet along side the reed switch 
water flow can be mimicked. Use a multi-meter to 
check for continuity. When magnet is removed 
there will be no continuity.

Note: Flow switches can get clogged with debris 
causing the flow switch to get stuck in either a 
normally closed or normally open position. Open up 
and clean out or replace.

REED
SWITCH

CHECK FOR 
CONTINUITY

Dynablast Model Part # Flow switch
300 HWST6

420,690,700,900 GP103011



Dynablast Heating Coil scale

Ø Over time, scale can build up over time and build up in side the coil.
Ø This will reduce the water flow through the coil.
Ø Caused by minerals in the water source (Hard water).

DESCALING
If pressure drop in the coil, descaling is recommended. Descaling requires that use of highly 
corrosive chemicals. It also requires the use of goggles and special protective clothing.
(1) This procedure requires a 20L pail of descaling chemical (muriatic acid).
(2) Plumb a small diaphragm pump suction into the pail of descaling compound with a 
screen on the end of the suction line.
(3) Plumb a hose from the machine outlet back in the pail of descaling compound.
(4) Turn the pump on and circulate the compound through the machine for up to 5 hours.
(5) After that time the chemical being pumped out of the coil should be running thin and 
dirty rather than foaming heavily.
(6) Remove the extra plumbing and reconnect machine together and run clean cold water 
through the machine for five minutes.
TIP: Run the Muriatic acid in the opposite direction of water flow, in through the discharge 
of coil and out of the inlet of coil. It will remove the scale quicker.


